Return On Investment
(ROI)
The investment in xPlan has
proven to yield revenu on a very
short term. Jeroen explains:
 A 2 euro higher average
spending per visitor
 20% increase in G ift Card
sales
 10% increase of margin in F&B
 20. 000 Euro annual less loss
due to errors et c
 10% increae in membership
sales
 400% increase in turnover with
(semi-) annual subscriptions
 Various efficiency
improvements
 Various turnover increasing an
cost reducing applications
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BUSINESS CASE XPLAN AT SAUNA SWOLL
In 2012 Sauna Swoll finished a series of

An analysis of the management team

large renovations and expansions which

showed that xPlan was fully in line with their

required the necessary funds. One may think

wishes/needs and finally xPlan was

of new sauna’s, baths and relaxation area’s.

implemented in mid-2018. In close

After the completeion of these investment the

cooperation with xPlan consultants, the

crisis struck in full force, which ha a direct

current and desired operational

effect on the spending of guests and thus on

management was discussed and, partly

the income streams.
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end of 2017, a new management eam came
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investment in the technostrucuture was

the various possibilities xPlan has to offer

necessare in order to optimize the corec

and adapting them to our situation; explains

activities, with the ultimate goal of increasing

Jeroen van Weeghel of Sauna Swoll.

the profit margins.
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as foundation
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Examples how xPlan delivers ROI
Packages and Promo’s– "With the help of

Example: From a marketing point of view, it

Xplan, we have revised our packages. With

is very nice to know where customers come

xPlan it became clear in a simple way which

from. We prefer a personal approach when it

adjusted several times in order to achieve cost

packages sell well and which do not.

comes to maintaining our customer

reductions or margin improvements.

Following this, we were able to find out why

relationships and prefer to call guests. For

particular has proved to be an important added
value for Sauna Swoll. Based on the reports
from xPlan, the business processes had to be

this was the case (talking to guests). In

example, we now have the right data

"The bases are the approximately 300 reports

addition, we have revised the prices of
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With Xplan you can measure what you want to

price for each part separately and link this to

measure, without having to change too many

activities.
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different ledgers within the accounting. It

The great thing about this is that you can link

reports yourself to get the information from the

turned out that some packages were not

the collection of this data to the marketing

system that you want. However, a small note

priced in the right way and we did charge

activities in order to create a synergetic

enough money.”
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needs to be made. In order to get a good image
of your data, you have to work with Xplan for a
longer period of time. Otherwise your research
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Customer data – "With the arrival of xPlan,
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we were given the opportunity to easily build
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up a digital customer base. This has

for the appreciation of guests, but of course

prompted us to think critically about what

also interesting for marketing. You now have

the Xplan reports has been the guideline for the

data we want to collect from our customers.

insight into the age categories of your target

changes we have made so far"; says Jeroen.

This has been done from different points of

group that has actually made a visit (not only

view."

via analytical online tools). “

period is too short and you have to extract data
from your previous system (where there are
often discrepancies). We have assumed a
period of six months. That aside, the data from
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Examples how xPlan delivers ROI

Continues process
"Optimising the system based on
the business operations is
somet hing that every company
must do itself. And also
somet hing that I'm still working
on and never stops, in order t o
get the best return out of your
company and xPlan.
For example, by looking at the
different possibilities offered by
xPlan and by adapting them to
our situation";
Jeroen van Weeghel, General
Manager Sauna Swoll.

Handhelds – "Another big change is when it

Online Reservations – “Thanks to the

comes to checking out guests. Previously, we

Online reservation module, we have a better

had a high margin of error in the F&B

idea of how many guests are going to come

department. Orders were written on a note

on a day. We think it's important that guests

and entered manually. With the arrival of

who have no treatment scheduled and want

Handhelds this has been reduced to an error

to enjoy our wet facilities can just come by

margin of (almost) zero.

without making a reservation, but if you, as a

Because there is now no longer any loss in
revenue (deleting items from the bill has
dramatically dropped), the average spending
in the F&B has increased. Of course, this
increase in average spending is also due to
faster turnaround times and the ability to
optimise our menu with the help of data. Also
the automatic upselling during the registering
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Purchasing – “The data relating to the F&B
department has also enabled us to take a
critical look at our purchases. As a result, the
profit margin for the F&B department has
been increased by 10% and more drinks and
meals are being sold. “
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Internet and have them paid for directly. This
magna volutpat distineo.

has resulted in higher sales in action
periods. In addition, with the introduction of
direct debits, we have been able to spread
our income stream over the term of a
contract and to double the turnover on
certain cards. “

Professional partner

Examples how xPlan delivers ROI
Gift Cards – "Furthermore, our Gift Card

... automatic confirmations by email, insight

System has become more reliable and it has

for the members in the status of their

guidance during the implementation of xPlan,

become much easier for customers to

memberships and in general we have saved

but certainly also afterwards, is essential!

purchase a Gift Card. As a result, our turnover

a lot of time and effort.

A good system can only be used optimally if
it is used properly. That is why good

on gift Card has risen sharply.
We have experienced the collaboration with

Our consultants will guide you through the
entire process from configuration to

For example, by selling gift Cards online,

xPlan as very pleasant. We get good help

commissioning. Their knowledge of the

sales have increased by more than 20%.

and guidance. Not only during the

market in combination with xPlan makes it a

Moreover, online sales no longer require any

implementation, but also afterwards.

valuable source of knowledge for all our

actions, and on-site sales require much less
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The support is always ready for our
customers to help them quickly with any
questions or malfunctions.
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"All in all, these are just a few of the various
changes we have made with the arrival of
xPlan. Of course a lot more has happened
than described above, on which xPlan has

everyone!
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coordination between departments ....
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